
Central Lines are Removed Supine

Video animation, caricature of patient lying flat, screen saver - when you click on it it starts talking 
to you, explains simple physiology, links to CEC education, arrests at end - so please 
make sure you tell your colleagues about me.

Able to upload on to any computer screen
Aim is to have it on all computer screens across all public hospitals in NSW (Australia)

Initial trial

Tweak, improve, be in position to easily install it via intranet click e.g. NSW health link click.

Animated caricature lying supine with slogan
'Central Lines are Removed Supine' underneath (?please click on me and save my life)

When click on caricature 'comes to life' and starts talking to the observer

'Thanks - you've probably just saved my life, and that of many others.'



'You see 6 preventable deaths due to central line related air emboli were reported in NSW over the 
last 2 years. 4 of them occurred because central lines were taken out with the patient sat upright.  
Even worse, these events are probably occurring more frequently than is being reported.'

Here's my lungs being filled with air every time I take a breath because every time I breath I create 
a negative pressure in my chest that draws air into my lungs through my trachea.

Here's my heart pumping blood around.



Think of my body like a column of fluid.  When I'm lying flat or slightly head down think about my 
major blood vessels filing with blood and the pressure in them being relatively higher.  Take a 
central line out now and the pressure gradient does not favour entrainment of air.

When I'm sat upright the pressure in major vessels can become less than atmospheric pressure - 
this favours air entry in to the vessels if they're open to air.

All that is needed for an air embolus to occur is 
- an opening between a major blood vessel and the atmosphere
- and a pressure gradient which favours air entry into the vessel.

An air embolus is basically air in the major blood vessels.  If the conditions allow it sufficient air can 
enter the heart over one or 2 seconds.  When the air passes through the heart it can stop the flow 
of blood and cause a cardiac arrest - often the cardiac arrest that occurs is fatal despite the best 
efforts of medical teams.



So remember 'central lines are removed supine' or slightly head down
They should only be removed by staff trained to do so
An adhesive dressing needs to be applied and keep the site airtight.
?Keep me monitored for at least 30mins with an ECG
Don't sit me up for 30 mins
For more information see (link to CEC info and education)


